HEALTHY HEART
Cycle ride to New Delhi to promote bicycling

Painting exhibition features young talent from overseas

THRU TON BETTER PLAN FOR MINING AFFECTED DISTRICTS
EXPERTS SAY FUNDS FOR AFFECTED PEOPLE IN MINING AREAS ARE NOT BEING UTILISED EFFECTIVELY
CALL FOR EMERGING BHARATHIYA AND TAMANGLA MODEL

Plywood meets its perfect replacement

FORTUNE
P2 PATRIOTIC EVENT

ARTISTS DEDICATE A PATRIOTIC SONG TO INDIAN SOLDIERS AT THE MERA BHARAT MAHA EVENT AT RAMBANDA MANDAP IN BHUBANESWAR THURSDAY

STAY FIT
People working morning yoga at Musi Media Yogi in Bhuvaneshwar Thursday

PATRIOTIC EVENT

Sikh's Path: The Sikh Path is a religious practice that emphasizes the importance of service and selfless dedication to others. It is founded on the teachings of the Sikh Gurus, who encouraged their followers to follow a path of devotion, love, and service to humanity. The path is characterized by various practices, including meditation, prayer, and service to others, as well as the study of Sikh scripture.
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